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Repeated	marine	heat	wave	
Two	years	in	a	row!		
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Latest	climate	science	

1.  The	global	climate	is	changing	and	sea	level	is	rising,	it’s	a	fact	

2.  The	atmosphere	is	getting	more	energetic	(more	extremes	–	storms	
getting	stronger/wetter,	droughts	getting	longer/drier)	

3.  Impacts	are	already	happening,	and	changes	are	happening	faster	than	
predicted	by	the	IPCC;	

4.  Sea	level	rise	projections	worse:	Min	32-77cm	extra	rise	by	2100	due	to	
Antarctica;		

5.  Worst	impacts	can	still	be	avoided	in	the	long-term,	but	only	if	CO2	
emissions	are	dramatically	reduced	pretty	soon	

6.  Last	time	CO2	was	above	400ppm	was	about	5-25	Mi	years	ago	
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•  1.	Global	temperature	and	emissions	
update	



http://www.climate-lab-book.ac.uk/files/
2016/06/spiral_2017_large-1.gif		



Warming	per	continent	

•  https://www.flickr.com/photos/
150411108@N06/46907749091/in/
photostream/		



CO2	emissions	–	where	are	we	at	

•  Latest	data:	About	410-415ppm	and	rising	
exponentially	(total	concentration)	

•  If	Paris	pledges	are	met:	>500	ppm	by	2100		

•  If	we	choose	very	low	emissions	path	(better	
than	pledges):	Around	400ppm	by	2100	

•  Current	emissions	path:	well	above	the	pledges	
range	



O2	going	down	proves	that	added	CO2	is	
due	to	burning	fossil	fuels	



https://climateactiontracker.org/global/temperatures/		



•  2.	International	research	update	



Most	recent	international	research	(2018	onwards)	

•  Common	threads:		

1.  Climate	change	impacts	are	happening	faster	than	predicted	by	the	
last	IPCC	report	in	2013;	

2.  The	chances	of	containing	the	warming	under	2	degrees	Celsius	are	
becoming	increasingly	slim;	

3.  Deep	oceans,	up	to	now	absorbing	most	of	excess	heat	(93%),	may	
be	getting	‘saturated’;	

4.  Jet	stream	imbalance,	ocean	currents	shut-down:	severe	extreme	
weather	events,	including	US	cold	waves;	

5.  Sea	level	rise	projections	becoming	significantly	worse	due	to	
Antarctic	melting	

6.  Arctic	amplification	and	permafrost	thawing	

		



Global	linkages	report	–	changing	Arctic	

https://www.unenvironment.org/es/node/24594		

UN	environment	programme	
	
By	2050	–	4	Mi	people,	70%	of	
Arctic	infrastructure	compromised	
by	thawing	permafrost	
	
Summer	sea	ice	completely	gone	in	
10	years	(huge	geopolitical		
implications)	
	
Permafrost	to	shrink	by	45%	even	
if	Paris	agreement	is	met	
	
Arctic	amplification:	Up	to	11C		
warming	in	winter	even	if	Paris	is		
met	
	
	

March	2019	



Too	cold	in	Chicago?	

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2018/01/04/how-climate-change-could-counterintuitively-feed-some-winter-storms/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.e84cd956ff44		

Anthropogenic	effects	are	making	the	
NH	upper	level	jet	meander	more	
	
Sea	ice	melting	amplifies	blocking	ridge	over	Alaska	
	
Severe	winter	storms	east,	record	warm	in	the	
west	and	at	north	pole	



New	report	for	the	Treasury		
(Sep	2018)	

•  Climate	 change	 already	 increasing	 flood	 risk	 by	 up	 to	 40%,	 and	

drought	risk	by	up	to	20%	in	NZ;	

•  Estimated	additional	costs	caused	by	climate	change	alone	over	the	

last	10	years	in	NZ:	120Mi	for	floods,	720Mi	for	droughts	

https://treasury.govt.nz/publications/commissioned-report/estimating-financial-costs-climate-change-nz		



2018	Lancet	Countdown	on	health	and	climate	change	

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32594-7/fulltext		

Authored	by	69	scientists	from	several	different	countries		

Global	Increase		
of	62	billion		
hours	of	lost	
labour	–		

~70%	increase	

Mean	change	in	hours	lost	due	to	heat	(1986	to	2017)	



https://insideclimatenews.org/news/26122017/climate-change-science-2017-year-review-evidence-impact-faster-more-extreme		

Combined		
Research	by	
more	than	13	
agencies	in	the		

US	alone		



Himalaya	assessment	2019	

At	least	a	third	of	the	ice	probably	thaw		
by	end	of	the	century	even	if	we	meet	the		
Paris	agreement	goals	
	
3	billion	people	rely	on	food	produced	in		
the	area		
	
70%	of	the	local	population	are	farmers	
	
Report	signed	by	more	than	200	scientists	
from	several	countries	
	
		

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-3-319-92288-1.pdf		



Philippus	Wester,	author	of	the	Himalaya	assessment	

•  "This	is	a	wake-up	call,"	Wester	said.	"Can	we	come	together	as	humanity	

and	rise	to	the	occasion?	I	think	we	can.	Yes,	a	lot	of	people	want	to	be	in	

denial.	Yes,	this	is	a	story	we	don't	want	to	hear	because	of	our	day-to-

day	issues,	but	the	technology	is	there,	and	we	have	ways	of	reducing	

greenhouse	gas.	I'm	an	optimist,	but	time	is	running	out,	and	we	need	to	

address	this	now,	not	next	year	or	later.	We	need	to	have	this	

conversation	now.	Otherwise,	we	are	in	trouble.“	

CNN,	5	Feb	2019	

	
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/02/04/world/climate-change-himalayas-melt-study/index.html		



Global	ocean	heat	content	(2,000	m	layer)	

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007%2Fs00376-019-8276-x.pdf		

2018		
hottest	on	
record		



2018	global	ocean	heat	content	(2,000	m	layer)	

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007%2Fs00376-019-8276-x.pdf		

East	of	NZ	is	one	of	the	global	hotspots		



First	research	showing	that	east	(interior)		
Antarctica	is	also	melting	
	
Reduction	of	sea	ice	around	Antarctica	can		
hugely	exacerbate	ice	shelf	losses	
		



15	mi	years	ago	

https://edition.cnn.com/2019/01/14/world/climate-change-antarctica-ice-melt-twin-studies/index.html?no-st=1547553998		

58	meters	worth	of	sea	level	rise	



https://www.axios.com/sea-level-rise-costing-billions-in-home-prices-7920a7a8-8db4-45b1-ad21-357c4d522fcb.html		

First	Street	Foundation	report	–	US	14.1b	lost	in	home	value	since	2005	due	to	sea	level	rise	
(8	US	states)		



https://www.stuff.co.nz/environment/climate-news/110114994/this-moment-will-not-come-again--councils-8bn-climate-change-warning		



•  3.	Observations	(Wellington	Region)	



The	Tasman	Sea	has	never	been	so	warm!	

Warmer	water	=	more	energy	for	storms	and	sea	level	rise	
93%	of	‘excess’	heat	from	global	warming	is	stored	deep	in	the	oceans	

Source:	BoM	2018	and	NIWA	



Wellington	is	already	1C	hotter	
108	years	of	data,	95%	confidence	that	warming	is	not	given	by	chance	

Source:	GWRC/NIWA	2019	



Source:	NIWA/GWRC	2019	

Increase	in	number	of	hot	days	is	accelerating		



Wairarapa	in	drought,	2013	

Droughts	–	Despite	a	couple	of	wet	years	they’re		
becoming	more	frequent	in	the	Wairarapa	



https://givealittle.co.nz/cause/2019-nelson-bush-fires-destroying-homes		

Forest	fires		



Kapiti	Coast	at	high	tide	24th	July	2016	

Coastal	inundation			



Dune	ecosystems	on	Kapiti	coast,	2016	

Fragile	coastal	ecosystems	are	already	being	squeezed		



Hail	stones	can	cause	severe	damage	to	crops	

SEVERE	THUNDERSTORMS	

27	NOV	2017	

Extremely	heavy		
localised	rainfall	
	
e.g.	Donald's	Creek		
Flood	Dec	2018	
One	in	250+yrs	event	



•  4.	Modelling	(Wellington	Region)		



Projections	from	climate	models	
•  Figures	 show	 high	 emissions	 future	 for	 2040	

and	2090	(average	of	6	models);	

•  2040	=	2031-2050	and	2090	=	2081-2100;	

•  Vigorous	 emission	 reduction	 (more	 than	 Paris	
pledges	 is	 required)	 could	 cap	 the	warming	 by	
half	for	2090;	

•  Very	little	difference	for	mid-century	because	of	
cumulative	CO2	effect			



Average	regional	warming	for	
all	emission	scenarios	

Low	
	
	
	
High	

Source:	GWRC/NIWA	2018	



		 AGRICULTURAL	IMPACTS	Growing	Degree	Days	(10C)	BY	2090		

Source: NIWA 2017  (average of 6 models) 

Present	day	

By	2090	

Region	may	look	like	Northland	

Hours	available	for	plants	to	grow	



		
HEAVY	RAINFALL	AMOUNT	CHANGES	(%)	BY	2090		
	

	
	
	

For	each	deg	C	increase,	
the	atmopshere	can		

hold	7%		more	water	vapour			

Source: NIWA 2017  (average of 6 models) 



Latest	estimates	sea	level	rise		

•  2040:	12	cm	to	24	cm	(last	IPCC)	

•  2100:	36	cm	to	98cm	(last	IPCC)	

•  Plus	additional	Antarctica	contribution	by	2100	(latest	research	as	

of	2018):	

•  32cm	for	significantly	reduced	emissions		

•  77cm	for	high	emissions	



Total	range	for	2100	including	Antarctica	

•  68cm	(significant	emissions	cut	–	more	than	Paris	agreement	

required)		

•  1.75m	(high	emissions)	



2m	sea	level	rise	-	Waikanae	



•  5.	Climate	solution	



Current	paradigm	

•  Emissions	must	decrease	by	at	least	5x	in	order	to	meet	1.5C	target;			

•  Only	10	years	left	to	meet	the	target	(at	best);	

•  If	 we	 miss	 out,	 2C	 will	 already	 pose	 widespread	 environmental	
collapse	–	e.g.	polar	amplification,	extreme	weather	events;	

•  Current	policies	leading	to	3-4C	(at	least);	

•  Need	 concerted/unified	 global	 effort	 to	 solve	 the	 problem.	 Paris	
targets	insufficient;	

•  World	 scenario:	 hugely	 polarised,	 science-hostile,	 self-interest	
driven,	growth-addicted	

•  What	can	we	possibly	do??	



Way	out,	part	1	-	awakening	
•  Realisation	of	the	big	picture;		

•  Emissions	reduction	narrative	alone	not	powerful	enough;	

•  CO2	Invisible	thing,	no	heart	connection;	

•  People	 secretly	 wish/think	 technology	 will	 save	 us	 (big	 vacuum	
cleaner	analogy)	so	that	BAU	can	continue;	

•  Because	 the	 world	 is	 growth-addicted,	 self-interest	 based,	
everyone	 gets	 stuck	 –	 finger	 pointing	 (e.g.	 evil	 farmers,	 evil	
industry,	etc),	guilt,	feeling	small,	etc;	

•  Many	people	think	that	we’re	‘screwed’,	and	give	up	



Way	out,	part	2	–	embracing	change	

•  Change	is	the	only	constant	in	life	(it	is	stressful,	but		not	necessarily	
bad);	

•  Great	opportunity	 to	 get	 to	 the	 root	of	 the	problem	and	 improve	
our	wellbeing;	

•  Root	of	 the	problem	 is	 seeing	ourselves	as	separate	 from	nature,	
which	leads	to	our	addiction	to	growth;	

•  In	nature	everything	is	cyclical;	

•  Resistance/fighting	 mentality	 against	 change	 works	 against	
wellbeing;	

•  If	 everyone	 changes	 a	 little,	 this	 can	 collectively	 make	 a	 quite	
significant	difference;	

•  Real	question	is:	do	we	play	victims	or	do	we	embrace	change?	



Way	out,	part	3,	contributing	locally	
•  Whatever	your	practise	(farming,	business),	adapting	it	to	follow	the	way	of	change	

will	save	a	lot	of	headache	down	the	track;	

•  If	 we	 all	 reduce	 our	 impacts	 (recycle	more,	 buy	 less,	 re-use,	 fly	 less,	 pollute	 less,	
restore	more,	connect	more),	the	positive	effects	will	add	up;	

•  Main	 change	 of	 mentality:	 co-exist	 with	 nature,	 causing	 minimum	 possible	
alteration	to	natural	ecosystems;		

•  Amalgamate	best	elements	of	both	western/eastern	and	indigenous	cultures;	

•  The	 healthier	 the	 biodiversity	 condition	 of	 the	 Earth,	 i.e.	 the	 more	 intact	 the	
ecosystems,	the	more	the	planet	will	naturally	absorb	and	re-balance	carbon	(it’s	a	
win-win!)	

•  E.g.	 Carbon	 farming	 –	 agriculture	 can	 be	 adapted	 to	 co-exist	 with	 the	 natural	
environment,	allowing	soil	to	remain	a	carbon	sink	

•  Big	shift:	from	evil	agriculture,	to	becoming	part	of	the	solution	

	



Wetlands	are	a	powerful	example	

•  Carbon	sink/biodiversity	source/flood	protection/food	source	when	

they’re	healthy;	

•  Carbon	source	when	damaged/drained	(peatlands	contain	more	

carbon	than	all	the	world’s	vegetation	combined);	

•  UK’s	25	year	environmental	plan:	Carbon	farming	can	incorporate	

peatlands/wetlands,	restoring	the	environment	and	co-existing	with	

it	in	synergy;	



Carbon	farming	

https://theconversation.com/carbon-farming-how-agriculture-can-both-feed-people-and-fight-climate-change-111593		

https://www.fonterra.com/nz/en/our-stories/articles/turning-the-dirt-on-carbon-farming.html		



Climate	solution	video	example	

•  https://theconversation.com/carbon-
farming-how-agriculture-can-both-feed-
people-and-fight-climate-change-111593		



Financial	aspects	

•  Who	pays	for	the	change?	

•  Key	new	vision:	beneficiaries	pay	the	cost;		

•  Who	will	benefit	from	having	a	balanced,	sustainable	world/

climate?	

•  Diverts	from	finger	pointing	mentality;		

•  Cost	of	not	having	a	sustainable	climate/biodiversity?	



Science	solution	tools	

•  Peatlands	and	climate	change	
•  http://www.fao.org/resources/

infographics/infographics-details/en/c/
412465/		

•  Biodiversity	and	climate	change	
•  https://times-age.co.nz/biodiversity-

fundamental-to-climate-change-solution/		



Regional	climate	change	data	
http://www.gw.govt.nz/environmental-science/		

1	 2	

3	

4	



Climate	change	mapping	tool	(final	release	Sep	2018)	

	
https://mapping1.gw.govt.nz/gw/ClimateChange/		

21	variables,	mid	and	late	century,	all	IPCC	scenarios	(RCPs),	annual/seasonal	
Whaitua	maps	superimposed	



•  Sea	level	rise	mapping	tool	to	be	released	
shortly	



Thanks	very	much	
www.gw.govt.nz/climate-change			

‘We	can’t	stop	or	choose	the	change,	

but	we	can	embrace	the	opportunity	and	

re-gain	our	connection	to	the	Earth’	



Waikanae	presentation	–	27	March	2019	


